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Introduction
These comments address the Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee (RSG) and
associated cost allocation issues discussed in the April 26, 2006, Order of the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in the matter relating to the tariff of the Midwest
Independent System Operator (MISO).1 The focus is on the impact of virtual supply
offers in the day-ahead market.
The purpose here is to explain the important role that virtual supply offers play in
efficient markets and highlight certain characteristics of different market design features
that lead to the use of virtual bidding and which affect total costs and the impacts of
various cost allocation approaches. As discussed below, further empirical analysis would
place material estimates on the impacts and allow for a better determination of cost
causation for allocation of charges associated with unit commitment.

Attractions of Virtual Bidding
Electricity markets often include a day-ahead market with demand bids and
supply offers to allow for day-ahead market-clearing schedules. There are many reasons
for including an organized day-ahead market operated by the independent system
operator. The day-ahead market provides additional information and allows for advance
scheduling decisions to ensure reliability and planning for meeting the requirements of
real-time load.
With an open real-time spot market, the day-ahead energy schedules become the
equivalent of financial contracts that hedge energy price and transmission price
uncertainties. This day-ahead hedging function is of value in itself, particularly because
it allows for a daily reconfiguration of longer-term contracts and financial transmission
rights (FTRs).
The day-ahead market necessarily includes certain features such as settlement of
FTRs at the day-ahead price. The generation scheduling, price hedging and FTR
settlement features call for a market design with the flexibility to support price
convergence between the day-ahead market and the expected real-time price.
Restrictions on demand bids or supply offers in the day-ahead market could complicate
price convergence with adverse effects on market efficiency.
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Given the financial nature of energy schedules in the day-ahead market, it is
natural to recognize that there need be no physical prerequisites for demand bids or
supply offers in that market. The term “virtual bidding” has arisen to classify the strictly
financial transactions where the expectation is that a day-ahead contract would not
require actual delivery but would be netted out in the real-time market at the real-time
price. The virtual energy schedule provides a fixed price contract one-day ahead where
the risk associated with the uncertain real-time energy price is transferred between the
parties.
Virtual bidding provides a number of significant benefits. Importantly, virtual
bidding improves the flexibility that supports price convergence between the day-ahead
and real-time energy markets. Price convergence improves the efficiency of the dayahead commitment and energy schedules, reduces the cost of hedging, allows for efficient
settlement of FTRs, and makes it advantageous for parties to utilize the liquidity provided
in the market. Without the need to assure linked physical supply, it is easy for the virtual
bidder to enter and seek to profit from any difference in the day-ahead price and the
expected real-time price. With little or no constraints on entry, virtual bidders should
provide highly competitive pressure to arbitrage between the markets and achieve price
convergence. Although market participants with physical load or generation could also
provide some of this arbitrage function, allowing for virtual bidding should greatly
increase the competitiveness of the day-ahead market.
In real systems like the MISO, day-ahead markets with few or no constraints on
virtual bids provide a valuable element of the market design. The system operator
accepts the demand bids and supply offers, making no distinction between physical or
virtual, clears the market and determines day-ahead market clearing prices and schedules.
While this framework works well for the day-ahead energy hedges, reliability
requirements do make a distinction between the physical and virtual offers. In particular,
with long-lead times to bring some physical units on line, the system operator prepares a
separate evaluation of reliability in a Reliability Assessment Commitment (RAC) that
removes the virtual supply offers and compares the likely physical generation capacity
against the system operator’s forecast of load (rather than bid-in load). If there is a
deficiency, the operator commits additional physical units in order to ensure adequate
capacity to meet the forecast load.
The unit commitment in the day-ahead market and RAC procedure includes threepart (physical) supply offers that recognize startup costs, minimum load costs, and energy
bids up to the plant capacity. Virtual supply offers are in the form of energy bids only.
The three-part bids and economic bid-in commitment and dispatch present the possibility
that market clearing energy prices, in real-time or day-ahead, might not be sufficient to
cover the full production cost of some generators that are near the margin of cost
effectiveness.
The revenue deficiency arises from the all or nothing character of the individual
unit commitment. Without the unit, the market-clearing price would support its
commitment. But with the unit the dispatch would change and the market-clearing
energy price would fall such that the unit would not receive enough energy revenues to
cover its total bid-in production costs. In practice, this should arise with only a few
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generator units with high startup cost, low energy bids, and large enough capacities to
materially change the dispatch.
The solution adopted to address the revenue deficiency is to provide a Resource
Sufficiency Guarantee (RSG) for such generators. The RSG makes up the revenue
deficiency for the committed plant. The RSG cost contributes to uplift charges that must
be collected in some form. One goal is to keep these uplift costs (including the RSG
cost) low and to allocate the costs in a manner that is practical and does not produce
significant distortions relative to the efficient commitment and dispatch.
In addition to the inherent nature of unit commitment with all or nothing plant
startups, RSG costs could arise from other sources. Conservative reliability criteria, self
commitment decisions, and simple forecasting errors could lead to higher total unit
commitments. The increased plant commitments could both raise the total startup costs
and lower the market-clearing energy price, thereby increasing the RSG costs that appear
in the market settlement.
The RSG costs can appear in the day-ahead settlement, real-time settlement, or
both. The nature and magnitude of the RSG costs depend on many details of market
design and participant or ISO behavior. However, with a well designed system it would
be expected that RSG costs would be relatively small and attributable to the combined
effects of many factors.
In the case of the MISO for the period under consideration by the FERC Order,
my understanding is that total real-time RSG costs under discussion amount to as much
as $500 million.2 This is a large number and raises the question of what could be causing
the large revenue deficiency for plants committed by the system operator in the dayahead market or RAC process. While the details matter, based on my general knowledge
of these markets it seems unlikely that this large real-time RSG cost could be the result of
any substantial impact of virtual supply offers and interaction with the RAC. The large
RSG costs suggest that there may be too many units on-line, which would raise the total
startup and no load costs and tend to depress the energy price, both effects adding to the
RSG cost included in settlements. An important task would be to unpack the RSG costs
in an attempt to quantify the effects of the various market design features or participant
behaviors. This empirical analysis would allow a better parsing of cost causation and
might identify changes in operating rules, cost allocations or participant behavior that
would reduce both total costs and RSG costs. The evidence at least suggests that the
RSG costs are high and the associated market-clearing energy prices are low.
Many empirical and detailed market design questions arise. However, in
anticipation of such an empirical analysis, which would be done in order to support a cost
causation argument for RSG costs, a discussion built around some simple market models
provides insight about what magnitudes would be important and what questions are likely
to be important.
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Market Models
The focus here is on the commitment stage and the virtual bidding issue. The
analysis abstracts from other contributions to uplift payments, such as for operating
reserves and ancillary services, to address the Resource Sufficiency Guarantee (RSG) and
its allocation.
The preferred framework seeks consistent equilibrium descriptions rather than
examples where bids, offers and prices are not consistent. Illustrative calculation of
RSGimpacts, such as that provided by Ameren in this matter and discussed in the FERC
Order,3 often violate this condition and show perverse outcomes that include exploitable
opportunities by violating some no-arbitrage condition. In other words, the bidding is not
consistent with the solution, so the example only suggests that different bids would be
expected, and say little about likely cost outcomes.
In addition, an appropriate framework would focus on day-ahead decisions and
events. Cost causality should address the conditions in the time frame of the day-ahead
market. This would include commitment decisions made as part of the day-ahead market
or immediately afterwards under the Reliability Assessment Commitment (RAC).
Commitments made in response to subsequent events may add to a real-time RSG cost
but are not relevant for analyzing the effect of the virtual bidding.
The basic structure of the simplified market model used here includes three
phases.
1. Economic day-ahead unit commitment with bid-in load and supply, including
virtual demand and virtual supply.
2. A RAC commitment with forecast load and physical supply offers without virtual
supply offers.
3. A real-time dispatch and market-clearing pricing.
The RSG cost addressed here is that arising because of three-part bids (startup
costs, minimum load costs, and energy costs). There is some rule applied to determine
day-ahead contracts and prices. This price determination may occur after phase one
involving only the units committed based on the bids. Or price determination may apply
after phase two and include units committed in the RAC step. Assume that the pricing
rule includes virtual supply offers. For some units included in the day-ahead pricing, it
may be that there is a deficiency between the day-ahead energy revenues at the marketclearing energy price and the associated three-part bid-in costs for startup, minimum load,
and energy scheduled. The difference between bid-in costs and revenues accrues to a
day-ahead RSG cost that must be collected from some market participants.
In real-time, there may be other units that have been committed in the RAC step
but were not included in the day-ahead pricing. For some of these units, there may be a
deficiency between the real-time energy revenues at the market-clearing energy price and
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the associated bid-in costs for startup, minimum load, and energy dispatched. Again,
the difference between bid-in costs and revenues accrues to a real-time RSG that must be
collected from some market participants.
The RSG costs may be collected as an uplift charge, along with other
contributions to uplift for ancillary services and other cost recovery. The focus on RSG
cost here follows the details of the MISO RSG cost calculation comparing energy
production costs and energy revenues.4
Because of the three part bidding and discrete changes in total costs with changes
in unit commitment decisions, analysis of the effects of virtual supply offers confronts
certain complications. The approach here is to begin with a simplified model to highlight
the impact of virtual bids, and then to consider the direction and likely magnitude of the
effects in more realistic settings.
Begin with a simplified analysis that:
•

ignores network effects,

•

assumes a single dispatch interval,

•

assumes no uncertainty, and hence no risk aversion,

•

assumes perfect information,

•

assumes no limits on the quantity of virtual bids,

•

assumes costless virtual bids,

•

assumes bidders act as price takers,

•

assumes no exercise of market power, and

•

applies a simplified model of commitment, dispatch and pricing.

The outcomes will be different under different rules for the market design.
Consider two types of RAC commitment rules: a total RAC commitment covers all
commitment decisions, and a partial RAC commitment that deals with incremental
commitments relative to the day-ahead market schedule.

Total RAC Commitment
A common approach for RAC design is to ignore energy bids and optimize only
over startup and minimum load costs for incremental commitments. However, to clarify
the issues, consider first a RAC rule that (counterfactually) minimizes the total cost of
startup, minimum load and energy, rather than ignoring the energy bids, and considering
total commitment rather than just incremental commitment.
Since there is perfect information, assume the forecast load is the same as the
real-time load. By assumption of the total RAC commitment, virtual supply offers do not
affect the commitment. Hence, there would be a consistent equilibrium.
4
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With no uncertainty and perfect information, the commitment of units in the RAC
step would the same as the units that are actually available in real-time.
Initially, assume that the day-ahead pricing is established at the end of phase one
and does not include any additional units committed in the RAC. The day-ahead pricing
is determined with the bid-in load and generation.
To simplify, assume that total day-ahead and real-time RSG cost is allocated to a
third party not in the market. This allows a focus on the real-time market-clearing price
(p1). The pricing rule may give rise to a real-time RSG cost.
Since there is no uncertainty and perfect information, the equilibrium virtual
demand bids and virtual supply offers in the day-ahead market would be at the real-time
price p1. Hence, the day-ahead market-clearing price must also be p1.
The RSG cost is the deficiency between market-clearing revenues and the bid-in
costs. Therefore, the RSG cost for any unit would be the same as the difference between
the virtual supply costs and the bid-in costs for the unit at the level actually dispatched in
the pricing and settlement calculations.
If there is no quantity limit on virtual supply offers and the virtual supply cost for
an equivalent output is less than the total bid-in costs for a plant, then the corresponding
plant would not be selected in the phase one commitment. For the simplified model with
no uncertainty, this implies that there can be no RSG cost in the day-ahead pricing result.
Any real-time RSG cost would result from a subsequent RAC commitment of units that
cost more than the virtual supply offers cleared in phase one, but that cost less than any
alternative physical offers.
The real-time RSG arises from the additional units committed in the RAC.
However, by assumption of optimal commitment in the RAC, these are the same plants
that would have been committed and dispatched absent the virtual supply offers in the
day-ahead market.
If there were no virtual supply offers, then all the commitment would be in the
phase one commitment, there would be no need for additional commitment in the RAC,
and the full RSG cost would appear in the day-ahead market defined by the same marketclearing price p1. There would be no subsequent real-time RSG cost.5
Apparently, with day-ahead pricing after phase one, the effect of the virtual
supply offers in the day-ahead market would be to move the accounting for the RSG cost
from the day-ahead pricing and settlement to the real-time pricing and settlement. But
the virtual supply offers would not change the total cost or the total RSG cost.
If the day-ahead pricing and settlement occurred after phase two, using all the
committed units, the day-ahead energy price should be the same as the real-time price
and there would be no impact on total costs. The dispatch would be the same as the real
time dispatch. Now any committed unit RSG costs appear in the day-ahead settlement.
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Hence, the day-ahead accounting and settlement would now include the full RSG costs.
Again, the virtual supply offers would not change the total costs or total RSG costs.
All these arguments apply as well to to a commitment and dispatch in a network.
Suppose that the forecast load is not the same as actual load. The result would be
to over or under commit in the RAC. Assuming that the real-time market still clears,
there will be a market-clearing price that will differ from p1, but the same analysis
applies relative to that market-clearing price. The unlimited virtual bids at the real-time
market-clearing energy price assure that the day-ahead energy market clears at a price
equal to the real-time price. Whether or not RSG costs appear in the real-time or dayahead settlements will depend on the choice of day-ahead price determination after the
phase one or phase two commitments.
Hence, there would be no total cost impact from the virtual demand bids and
supply offers. The effect of the different RAC pricing rules would be to move the
allocation of the RSG between day-ahead settlement and real-time settlement. But the
existence of the virtual supply offers has no impact on the total cost or the total RSG.
When considering cost causation, there would be no cost resulting from the
virtual supply offers in this assumed market structure in which there is perfect foresight
and day-ahead prices are equal to real-time prices. An example in the appendix
illustrates the equilibrium outcome for this hypothetical model.
If there is no place to allocate the RSG cost without distorting the electricity
market, to minimize distortions a next best choice would be to allocate the RSG cost to
the least elastic demand bids and supply offers. Under the assumptions, virtual demand
bids and supply offers are infinitely elastic. Hence, the least distortionary allocation
would have no RSG cost allocated to virtual supply offers or virtual demand bids.
The incentive-based and cost-causation arguments produce the same result.
Under the total RAC commitment rule, there would be no RSG cost allocated to virtual
supply offers.

Partial RAC Commitment
In this case, change the RAC rule to something closer to the actual MISO rule.6
The day-ahead RAC in phase two minimizes startup and minimum load costs for
commitments above the commitments made in the first phase. The commitments in the
first phase are fixed for the second phase, and energy costs are not considered in the
incremental RAC commitment. Thus the RAC step in phase two decides only part of the
commitment
Even with forecast load equal to actual load, this could result in a commitment
that produced a total cost greater than would have occurred absent the virtual bids. The
real-time market-clearing price could be different, say p2. As illustrated by example in
an appendix, the partial RAC commitment could interact with virtual supply offers to
6
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produce a variety of outcomes through the impact on unit commitment and the associated
startup and minimum load costs.
Under the partial RAC rule, there could be units not committed in phase one that
would be committed in the RAC step, with lower startup and minimum load cost but
higher total cost. This is inherent in the rule minimizing commitment costs rather than
total costs.
However, with virtual supply offers and the partial RAC commitment there could
be a different dispatch after the phase two RAC calculation. This could result in units
committed in phase one that would not appear in the efficient total RAC commitment
based on a dispatch without the virtual supply offers.
Since the virtual bids could affect the final commitment, the impact of the startup
and minimum load bid components could create discontinuities between the virtual bids
and commitments. This raises a question about the existence and nature of an
equilibrium condition where the virtual bids, commitment, and real-time price are
consistent. The examples in the appendix illustrate that there may be no simple
equilibrium under these assumptions.
If there is a consistent equilibrium, the analysis of the balance between day-ahead
and real-time RSG cost settlement is similar to the previous discussion. For the case with
day-ahead settlement and prices determined after phase one, the analysis of the day-ahead
market would be the same as before, with the virtual bids all made at the day-ahead
market-clearing price of p2. There would be no RSG in the day-ahead market. All the
RSG would appear in the real-time market.
Under the assumed market structure, the total cost of meeting load could be
higher in this case than if there were no virtual supply offers. However, with no forecast
error and hence no excess capacity commitment, the committed startup and minimum
load costs would be lower and the market-clearing energy prices should be higher. The
net effect should be to decrease the total RSG costs in the real-time market settlements,
and therefore reduce the total RSG.
If there were no virtual supply offers in the day-ahead market, the phase one
commitment would be the same as the efficient total commitment as in the total RAC
commitment above. With forecast load equal to actual load, there would be no
incremental commitment in the RAC step, and the corresponding and higher RSG cost
would appear in the day-ahead market settlement.
Hence, with the partial commitment rule the virtual supply offers again move the
accounting location for the RSG payment to the real-time as before. In addition the
presence of the virtual supply offers could decrease the total amount of the RSG costs
and increase the total cost of meeting load. The magnitude of the impact on total cost is
difficult to calculate, but in the simple case the impact would be limited by difference
between the startup costs of the inefficiently committed plants and the total costs of the
efficient plants not committed. As the examples in the appendix show, this increase in
total cost is not necessarily zero. But in practice in real systems, the increase should be
both small and small relative to the total RSG costs. This is part of the intentional design
feature of the partial RAC commitment rule.
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If forecast load differs from real-time load, then there could be a different
commitment in the RAC commitment step. With day-ahead pricing after the first phase
but with no limit on virtual bids, all the RSG cost would still appear in the real-time
market. With day-ahead pricing after phase two, the RSG cost would be moved to the
day-ahead settlement. Without the virtual supply offers, there could be a mixture with
some of the RSG cost appearing in the day-ahead and some appearing in the real-time
settlement.
Again, if there is no place to allocate the RSG without distorting the market, a
next best choice to minimize distortions would be to allocate costs to the least elastic
demand bids and supply offers. Under the assumptions of this case, virtual demand bids
and supply offers are infinitely elastic. Hence no RSG cost would be allocated to virtual
supply offers or virtual demand bids.
If we follow a cost-causation rule based on total costs and allocate some costs to
the virtual supply offers, the result would be to eliminate virtual supply offers in
equilibrium. Since virtual supply offers are infinitely elastic, any charge assigned to
virtual supply would reduce the offers to zero. If forecast load equals real-time load, this
would eliminate any difference between the phase one and phase two unit commitments.
The implication is that the total cost impact of the virtual supply offer depends on
the use of a partial RAC rule other than the total RAC commitment described above.
This raises an interest in the reasons for using the partial RAC commitment rule in phase
two and how to analyze the cost causation implications for virtual supply offers.

Uncertainty and Error
Introducing uncertainty into the model affects some of the details. However, if
we assume that there are some participants who are risk neutral and do not have any
quantity limits on virtual bids, the main conclusions above remain.
The perfect information assumption implies that everyone shares the correct
probability distribution for the possible demand and supply conditions in real-time.
The risk neutral participants will ensure that the day-ahead market includes
infinitely elastic virtual demand bids and supply offers at the expected real-time price.
As above, with day-ahead price determination done after the phase one
commitment, there can be no RSG cost in the day-ahead settlement. All the RSG cost
would appear in the real-time settlement.
With day-ahead price-determination done after phase two, RSG costs could
appear in the day-ahead settlement. However, these RSG costs would be those that were
determined at the expected real-time price. If as is likely, the real-time RSG cost is a
non-linear function of real-time prices, the expected real-time RSG costs need not be
equal to the real-time RSG costs at the expected real-time price. Hence, the result could
be some RSG costs appearing in the day-ahead market settlement and some RSG costs
appearing in the real-time settlement.
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Furthermore, even with the efficient total RAC commitment, for a given set of
bids payment of RSG cost in the day-ahead settlement could result in an increase in total
RSG costs because in effect the suppliers would receive the greater of the day-ahead RSG
payment or the real-time RSG payment. If the bids are discretionary, however, then this
impact would be mitigated if not eliminated by competition for the RSG payment as
generators reduced their bids to ensure being committed and able to receive the expected
RSG cost payment.
As before, with the efficient total RAC commitment, the virtual supply offers
have no impact on the total cost or total RSG cost. With partial RAC commitment rule,
the presence of virtual supply offers can increase the total expected cost and reduce the
RSG cost.

Risk Aversion and Credit Limits
Uncertainty and risk aversion create the incentive to hedge, and virtual bids
provide an important hedging tool. This hedging motivation complements the arbitrage
function of virtual bidding.
With a finite number of market participants who are credit constrained or risk
averse, or both, the simplification of infinitely elastic virtual demand bid and supply
offers no longer applies. Even with perfect information in the sense of the same
probability distribution for real-time conditions, virtual demand bids will aggregate into a
downward sloping virtual demand curve and virtual supply offers would aggregate into
an upward sloping virtual supply curve.
Market participants with physical load exposed to the real-time price might be
prepared to pay a premium for load hedging and could bid above the real-time expected
price in the day-ahead market. But financial participants seeking to arbitrage between the
markets would require a premium to bear the resulting risk and would offer virtual
demand bids below the real-time expected price. The aggregation would be a downward
sloping demand curve. A similar argument would apply to supply offers made by those
who were hedging in the day-ahead or arbitraging the difference in prices, resulting in an
upward sloping aggregate supply curve.
The equilibrium result could be a day-ahead price above or below the real-time
expected price, depending on the varying degrees of risk aversion of the market
participants. However, the virtual demand and supply curves should be more elastic than
the physical demand and supply curves. With the presence of a significant number of
arbitrage participants, the difference between day-ahead and real-time expected energy
price should be small.
Now there could be RSG costs in the both day-ahead and real-time settlements
under all the pricing and RAC rules discussed above. The directional impact of virtual
supply offers should be the same as in the previous discussion, and to the extent that the
strictly financial supply and demand offers are highly elastic, the magnitudes should be
similar.
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Maintaining the competitive market and perfect information assumptions, in the
case of the total RAC commitment the total cost would not be affected by the virtual
supply offers. This follows by the optimality assumption implying that the commitment
is the same with and without virtual supply offers. As before, in the case of the partial
RAC commitment, the virtual supply offers could increase total cost by inducing
incremental commitments in the RAC phase without optimizing total costs.

Conflicting Objectives
Under the assumed model structure, the partial RAC rule therefore gives rise to
the possibility of increased costs to the extent that bid-in load and supply differ in the
day-ahead from the expected conditions in real-time. If the day-ahead offers are
consistent with real-time and there are no virtual supply offers, the partial RAC would
result in the efficient solution. This perfect consistency would be an unusual condition.
In the presence of uncertainty, some less risk-averse bidders may choose to
remain exposed to real-time prices rather than pay a premium for a day-ahead hedge. In
the real system, there may be other options to secure supplies between the day-ahead and
real-time, such as through imports that become available on a different schedule. Or it
may be better simply to accept some of the exposure to real-time prices. Hence, it may
be optimal even for a competitive market participant to less than perfectly hedge its realtime position.
This produces a fundamental asymmetry for the system operator. In effect, there
is a market externality where the market participants act as though there will be a reliable
dispatch in real-time and they discount the systemic effect of inadequate total generation
availability. The system operator has the responsibility to ensure that there is enough
capacity and enough operating reserves committed in advance to meet even a high
estimate of the total load. This may require the system operator to take a conservative
position that will on average result in too much commitment sufficient to meet a forecast
load higher than the bid-in load. The approach is similar in spirit to contingency based
dispatch rather than expected value dispatch in the presence of uncertain events. The cost
of any conservative commitment would be the excess of startup and minimum load costs
for the extra units.
This conflicting objective between the efficient bid-in load commitment as seen
from the perspective of the load and the forecast load commitment seen from the
perspective of the system operator to account for the externality presents a tradeoff. One
way to address the tradeoff is to adopt the partial RAC commitment rule that minimizes
the startup and minimum load costs of the incremental commitment. This adds some cost
compared to the case of bid-in load unit commitment, but it avoids some cost for the case
of conservative unit commitment. In the real system, the partial RAC could represent the
optimal balance.
Hence, the partial RAC rule can be seen at least as a reasonable compromise that
addresses conflicting objectives. The rule deviates from the bid-in load solution with or
without the presence of virtual supply offers. Furthermore, the analysis of increased
costs that could arise from virtual supply offers depends on the assumption that without
11

the virtual supply offers the partial RAC would be in effect replaced by the total RAC
commitment. But given the requirement to address the reliability need, this may not be
the right approach. Given the externality argument, the probably small cost impact of the
virtual supply offers would be further mitigated.

Self Commitment
The MISO market monitor in his comments to the Commission raised a potential
concern that load serving entities might be able to use virtual supply bids in the dayahead market strategically to lower their costs.7 If some of the market participants have
partially unhedged loads and own significant generation, the different RAC commitment
rules could have an impact on prices and cost allocations.
A principal concern may be with the hypothetical case of a load serving entity that
controlled some generation but was still a net buyer. This possible case applies to an
LSE that also owns generation but seeks lower energy prices. With an excess unit
commitment, the market-clearing energy price could be reduced. Suppose the market
rules would permit the LSE to underbid load in the day-ahead market and withhold offers
for an equal amount of generation and that the ISO could not detect and deal with this
behavior. If the system operator must follow RAC rules to recognize only the bid-in
generation, the system operator would see this condition as having a forecast load greater
than the bid-in load, and insufficient offered generation.
Under the assumption that the behavior cannot be detected and precluded, it is
possible that, either because of the tariff rules or because the system operator did not
know about the likely availability of the withheld units, the system operator would
commit additional units in the RAC step and raise total costs. In real-time, the LSE
would self-commit the efficient units. The result would tend to be a lower marketclearing energy price in real-time and in the day-ahead market as well. The LSE would
benefit from the lower market-clearing price. The increased costs would appear in RSG
payments. This hypothetical case could potentially result in a higher total cost and a
consistent lower energy price, both in the day-ahead and real-time settlements.
The above concern, if found to be real, would motivate two policies. First it
would reinforce the use of the partial RAC rule rather than the total RAC rule outlined
above. The partial RAC rule would mitigate the cost of the excess commitment and
would likely lessen the impact on the real-time energy price because the excess units
would by construction have higher energy bids for the dispatch.
Second, it might motivate a policy of assigning some or all of the incremental
total costs, in the form of RSG allocations, to the LSE that underbid its load, if the partial
RAC rule did not resolve the problem and the market monitor concluded that the RTO
did not have the information to prevent the problem. The RSG allocation could be based
on the difference between the real-time load and the day-ahead load.
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Any allocation of RSG costs based on the difference between real-time and dayahead load would confront the problem that underbidding day-ahead load is equivalent to
bidding the full load and making a companion virtual supply offer. Rather than
underbidding the load, the LSE would be able to achieve the same end by bidding the full
load but offering virtual supply for the equivalent amount of withheld generation in the
day-ahead market. Neither the virtual supply nor the withheld generation would be
available in the RAC step and there would be excess commitment of capacity. But now
day-ahead bid-in load would be the same as real-time load of the LSE. Hence, in order to
allocate RSG costs to the LSE it would be necessary to allocate costs for the difference
between bid-in load and real-time load plus the virtual supply offer by the LSE.
In the hypothetical case discussed above, the issue of strategic underbidding
would apply only to certain LSEs that could profitably withhold generation in the RAC
commitment. By contrast, LSEs without such a capability, including all the financial
arbitragers who use virtual bidding, would not have these incentives or an ability to
withhold generation in this way and thus should not be allocated these costs.
The market monitor should continue to follow this issue. However, use of the
partial RAC rule mitigates these potential effects. In any event, this concern is not
relevant to virtual bidders who do not serve load in the MISO market.

RSG Cost Allocation Effects and Tradeoffs
The RSG cost is one source of uplift allocations that must be recovered. Cost
causation arguments provide guidance as to the allocation, but the focus of cost causation
should be on the total costs and benefits, not just the partial analysis of the direct effect
on a particular settlement component. Absent a marginal cost analysis, cost causation as
a criterion confronts the added problem of dealing with joint or fixed costs where there is
no unique allocation that results from the principle and any allocation contains certain
arbitrary elements. These arbitrary allocation decisions, while unavoidable, raise the
question of the incentive effects and the resulting distortions that follow. The general
principle after marginal cost causation allocation would be to assign other costs in a way
that is both practical and minimizes distortions relative to the efficient solution. This
implies that the costs should be allocated to the least elastic components of the system.
For the simple models above, the analysis of the effect of virtual supply offers
indicates that the total cost causation is likely to be small or zero, and in some cases the
effect would be to reduce the RSG cost. Furthermore, in the partial RAC commitment
case, the cost causation that could occur is really as much a product of the commitment
rule more than the role of virtual supply offers. After accounting for the tradeoffs that
motivate the partial RAC commitment rule in dealing with market externalities, there
may be little or no impact on total costs as a result of the use of virtual supply offers.
A full empirical analysis would be required to validate this conclusion, and might
lead to consideration of changes in market design and the commitment rule rather than
allocation of RSG costs to virtual bidders. However, the discussion of the conflicting
objectives and tradeoffs that motivate the partial RAC rule provides reasons for
maintaining the rule at this time. If there are to be changes to mitigate cost effects or
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virtual supply impacts, one desiderata would be to find an alternative commitment rule
that is independent of the virtual supply offers.
The principal exception to the judgment that virtual supply offers would have
limited or no impact under the simplifying assumptions above, would be in the case of
the hypothetical argument above applied to the case of LSEs. However, this analysis
implicates the incentive problems that might arise for LSEs, but not for other market
participants that provide virtual supply offers. In other words, the hypothetical of LSE’s
withholding generation at the RAC phase provides a basis for potentially allocating RSG
costs to some load-serving entities that submit virtual supply offers, but not to virtual
supply offers by entities that do not serve load.
Would an assignment of RSG costs to LSEs for underbid load and virtual supply
offers imply that RSG costs require an assignment of RSG costs to all virtual supply
offers? In the analysis above, there is no justification provided for such a policy. This
policy might arise if there were some other effect or market design feature identified that
would implicate virtual supply offers from other than LSEs, particularly from entities
making purely financial transactions. Or the argument would have to be that it would be
impractical to distinguish the virtual supply offers from LSEs and those from other
market participants. This seems a difficult case to make given the existing apparatus for
market monitoring.
Any allocation of RSG costs based on a cost causation analysis would confront
the fact that only a portion of the RSG costs could be attributable to the effect of virtual
supply offers, and even the direction of the impact is uncertain. The result would depend
very much on the details of market design and configuration of generation, load and the
grid. This would be a challenging task.
It is not challenging to consider the effects of an allocation of RSG costs to all
virtual supply offers. The impact would be the greatest on the most elastic offers, and
these would tend to be the offers of the financial bidders. The results would be to reduce
or eliminate participation by exactly those virtual supply offers that are important in
performing the arbitrage function between day-ahead and real-time prices and in
expanding liquidity to reduce the costs of day-ahead hedges.
Allocation of RSG costs to virtual supply offers presents another problem if, as in
the case of the MISO, there are different RSG cost allocation rules in the day-ahead and
real-time market. As discussed above, even when virtual supply offers have little or no
impact on the total costs or total RSG costs, the presence or absence of highly elastic
virtual supply offers can have a material effect on whether the RSG costs appear in the
real-time or day-ahead settlement. The unintended consequence of allocating real-time
RSG costs to virtual supply offers could be to shift the RSG costs to the day-ahead
market where there is a different allocation rule.
Allocation of RSG costs to virtual supply offers also creates a negative feedback
in that the reduced volumes make any total cost allocation potentially volatile. The cost
allocation rule tends to reduce the volumes over which the costs would be allocated. In
principle, with little load deviations and little virtual supply, any error in calculating the
incremental RSG cost could result in a very high and volatile per MW cost allocation.
This would increase the risk of making virtual supply offers and further reduce liquidity
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in the day-ahead market. The problem would be compounded by a policy that did not
isolate the incremental RSG cost and simply allocated all of RSG costs to the load
deviations and virtual supply offers.
Virtual bidding provides real benefits through arbitrage and hedging functions.
Assigning significant RSG costs to virtual supply offers would most impact the financial
hedging and arbitrage that is not related to the POSSIBLE LSE concern discussed above.
An alternative to preserve the benefits of virtual bidding would be to limit cost
allocation to those LSEs that hypothetically could withhold, assuming the concern i have
discussed above turns out to be real. Or don’t assign RSG costs to either underbid loads
or virtual supply offers and allocate all RSG costs to real-time load. This approach would
rely on the market monitor to deal with any LSE attempts to manipulate the partial RAC
commitment.
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Appendix I
Midwest ISO Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee Definitions8
Day-Ahead Market
Payments to generators
Units committed in the day-ahead market are guaranteed to recover their production
costs. These costs as defined by the Midwest ISO include:
•

Start up costs – costs incurred per start-up over the run time of the unit.

•

No-load costs – are costs for operating a generation resource at zero MWs.

•
Energy offer costs – price at which a resource has agreed to sell the next
increment of energy
Units are entitled to cost recovery only if the hours for which there is a shortfall occur
outside of a continuous period of operation, defined as a period of operation bound by a
scheduled start-up and shut-down time. In addition, the unit can not have a “must-run”
status, meaning that the unit was committed at the request of the market participant. A
generator’s “make whole payment” is calculated as:
Minimum[0, ∑ Hours ((Pr oductionCosts ) × (−1)) − ∑ Hours (( DayAheadLBMP) × (ClearedAssetSchedule))]
Source: Midwest ISO “Overview – Day-Ahead & Real-Time Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee (RSG)”

The make whole payment is spread evenly across all eligible hours. The day’s total make
whole payment is compared to a mitigated make whole payment calculated by the ISO.
If the actual payment exceeds the mitigated payment by $1000 and is 200% greater than
the mitigated value, the make whole payment is reduced to the mitigated payment.
Collection of Payments from Load
Make whole payments are collected from asset owners with day-ahead withdrawal
volume, including units with:
•

Cleared day-ahead asset load

•

Day-ahead cleared net virtual schedules acting as load

•

Day-ahead physical, bilateral transaction MISO exports

Once a participant is scheduled to purchase energy in the day-ahead market, they are
charged a DA revenue sufficiency charge, calculated as:

8

Summary prepared by Alexis Maharam of LECG.
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∑ HourlyMakeWholePayments × (−1) × [(OwnerDAWithdrawals) /(MISOTotalDAWithdrawals)]
Source: Midwest ISO “Overview – Day-Ahead & Real-Time Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee (RSG)”

This charge is allocated and distributed to generators scheduled in the DA market with
revenue shortfalls.

Real-Time Market
Payments to generators
Units committed to run by any of the Reliability Assessment and Commitment (RAC)1
processes are guaranteed their production costs as defined in the day-ahead market.
Eligibility is defined in each commitment period, the collective, continuous hours during
which an asset has been committed. In each eligible hour, an asset receives a make
whole payment calculated as follows:
[∑ Hours ((Pr oductionCosts ) × (−1)) − ∑ Hours ((Re alTimeLBMP) × (ClearedAssetSchedule))]
Source: Midwest ISO “Overview – Day-Ahead & Real-Time Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee

Collection of Payments from Load
Make whole payments are funded by the following activities in the real-time market:
•

Real-time load deviating from the day-ahead schedule

•

Day-ahead resources not operating as anticipating in real-time

•
Changes in the real-time physical bilateral transactions from the day-ahead
market.
As in the day-ahead market, each owner is responsible for their hourly share of funding
as follows:

∑ HourlyMakeWholePayments × [(OwnerRTActivity ) /{Maximum(MISOCommitment ), ( AllRTActivity )}]
Source: Midwest ISO “Overview – Day-Ahead & Real-Time Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee (RSG)”

Notes and Sources:
1.
The Reliability Assessment and Commitment processes aims to optimize selection of resources by
minimizing commitment losses while meeting 100% of load forecast. RAC considers start-up and no-load
offer at a minimum load only. If necessary, the transmission provider may run a RAC process to ensure
reliability, employing start-up and no-load offers last submitted by market participants. Resources selected
by the RAC must adhere to the dispatch to the extent feasible in the real-time market. (MISO Tariff 536538).
2.

Sources:

(a) Midwest ISO Business Practice Manual for Market Settlements Version 8. Approved 12/22/2005.
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http://www.midwestiso.org/publish/Document/20f443_ffd16ced4b_-7e670a3207d2?rev=10
(b) Midwest ISO “Overview – Day-Ahead & Real-Time Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee (RSG)”.
http://www.midwestmarket.org/publish/Document/10b1ff_101f945f78e_737c0a48324a/_.pdf?action=download&_property=Attachment
(c) Open Access Transmission Tariff for the Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc.
Effective March 1, 2005 (MISO Tariff).
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Appendix II

Illustrative Unit Commitment and Dispatch Examples
The examples here illustrate that even under the simple case of perfect
information and no forecast error there can be Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee (RSG)
costs that arise without the presence of virtual supply offers. In the case of the total RAC
commitment, the virtual supply offers do not affect total RSG costs, but do affect whether
the RSG costs appear in the day-ahead or real-time settlement.
In the partial RAC commitment, the virtual supply offers can have an impact that
could raise costs and preclude any simple market equilibrium. Just as there may be no
energy price that is consistent with the unit commitment and dispatch, giving rise to RSG
costs, there may be no pure strategy equilibrium between day-ahead and real-time under
perfect information and infinitely elastic virtual bids.
The examples assume perfect information, no error in forecasting, no market
manipulation, and energy prices set at marginal cost given the commitment.
There are three plants:

Plant
A
B
C

Startup
Cost
($)
700
50
0

Minimum
Load
(MW)
0
0
0

Capacity
(MW)

Energy
Bid
($/MWh)

40
9
20

55
60
66

Average
Cost at
Capacity
72.50
65.56
66.00

Assume demand is 45 MW and plant C is always available.
Least Cost Solution
The efficient solution commits plant A but not plant B. Plant A is fully
dispatched and plant C is dispatched at 5 MW. Total cost is $3250. The energy price is
$66. There would be a $260 real-time Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee (RSG) cost for
plant A, covering the difference between total production cost and the energy revenues
(700+40*55-40*66). The RSG cost appears without the introduction of virtual supply
offers.
The effect of virtual supply offers would depend on the RAC procedure and
pricing rules.
Total RAC Commitment
If the commitment were always the commitment that would be made in the
absence of virtual supply offers, then the efficient solution would apply in real-time with
a market-clearing energy price of $66. This same price would also apply in the dayahead virtual bids. In this case, the day-ahead solution and contracts would be for 9 MW

with plant B, and 36 MW of virtual bids at $66. Since the energy revenue is greater than
the production cost for plant B, there would be no day-ahead RSG. The bid from plant B
becomes just like a virtual schedule, the plant is not actually committed, and the startup
cost is avoided.
In real-time, the dispatch would be for 40 MW from plant A and 5 MW from
plant C, with a market-clearing price of $66. There would be a $260 real-time RSG cost
for plant A, (700+40*55-40*66), settled in real-time or day-ahead depending on the
pricing rule as after phase I or phase II. The virtual schedules would net out with the
real-time dispatch at the equilibrium price. This would be an equilibrium solution for
energy prices in real-time and day-ahead.
Hence, the virtual supply offers do not affect total costs or total RSG costs, but
they do affect the settlement timing of the RSG cost.
Partial RAC Commitment
If we include virtual bids at $66 in the day-ahead market, then plant A is more
expensive than the virtual bid. But when fully dispatched plant B is less expensive than
the virtual bid. Hence, the commitment and dispatch with virtual supply offers includes
Plant B but not plant A, and the market clearing energy price is price is $66.
If we keep plant B in the commitment, but remove the virtual supply offers, then
we must commit plant A in order to meet demand. The real-time result would be to fully
dispatch A at 40 MW, and back off plant B to 5 MW. Total cost would be $3265. Now
the real-time energy market-clearing price is $60, which would be inconsistent with the
virtual bids.
By comparison, if we use $60 as the virtual bid in the day-ahead market, then we
would not commit either plant A or B in the dispatch with virtual bids, and the day-ahead
schedule would include only virtual awards. Then the real-time solution would be the
efficient solution, but the energy price would be $66, which would be inconsistent with
the virtual bids.
Apparently there is no market-clearing energy price in equilibrium across realtime and day-ahead that supports the resulting partial RAC commitment. And any
solution that commits plant B would raise total costs.
The equilibrium existence problem arises by requiring that plant B committed in
the dispatch with virtual bids is also included in the commitment after the virtual supply
offers are removed.
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